
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 
   

C5 BRUSHED STAINLESS CROSSED FLAG SIDE MARKER KIT 

PART#032033 

 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

2-Stainless Side Marker Trim 

1-Adhesive Promoter Pack 

1-Adhesive Promoter Tube 

2-17” Lengths ¼” Chrome Trim 

 

1. Thoroughly clean the factory plastic side marker with alcohol to remove any and 

all wax and dirt. Once this has been done swipe the entire factory lens with the 

adhesive promoter pack provided (save enough promoter for the opposite side) 

allow a few second to dry. 

 

 

2. Before you permanently attach the stainless bezel set it in place to get acquainted 

with its position. A properly placed bezel will set perfectly centered evenly all 

around the perimeter of the factory lens. Once you can see just how it sets in 



place, peel the release liner from the back of your new bezel and carefully set in 

place. Press firmly along the entire stainless bezel to make sure you have a nice 

complete bond. 

 

 

3. The next step will be to install the chrome trim. Apply a single bead of adhesive 

promoter tube (provided) along the outer edge of the factory lens. Make sure that 

the end of the chrome trim is nice and square. Pull the red release liner from the 

back of the trim and set it at the very bottom center of the factory red lens and 

work the trim around the lens at the same time try to set the trim tightly against 

the stainless cover. When you reach the start point mark that point by pressing 

your finger nail into the trim, doing this will give you an excellent indication 

where to cut the excess. Apply a tiny drop of an instant adhesive to the edge of the 

trim and then set the two ends together pressing firmly to set the entire length of 

the trim. 

                                            

DO NOT GET WET FOR 24 HOURS. 
 

 

IF ANY QUESTIONS OCCUR DURING INSTALLATION PLEASE CONTACT 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT AT 727-861-1500. 

 

                             Thank You and Enjoy Your New Purchase. 

 

 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT 

18924 SAKERA RD HUDSON FL  34667 

Phone: 727 861-1500               Fax: 727 861-1520 

www.americancarcraft.com 

 


